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Objectives 
• Navier-Stokes and convection-diffusion equation in two-phase 

flow context (volume-of-fluid method)

• Remaining HW4 & HW5

• Poisson equation and matrices (relevance: programming 

assignment)

• Turbulent flows



Part 0: A Two-Phase Flow Example



Volume fraction is transported

Navier-Stokes with surface tension term

Density is a weighted averagev

Navier-Stokes with surface tension term

Curvature

Laurila E., Vuorinen V., et al., Int.J.Multiphase Flow (2019)
Droplet formation

Liquid sheet 
instability

Swirling flow of viscous 
flow in a fluid injector

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jq8tSSuEae8
Animation on primary breakup process by A.Artman (2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jq8tSSuEae8


Mesh with static and adaptive mesh refinement 



Reynolds number sweep



Velocity profiles in the inlet pipe



 
In the next slides I want to point out  

a) what to qualitatively expect from HW4 and HW5

b) Poisson matrix and the origin of (1 -2 1) stencil + BC’s

c) some aspects on turbulent flow simulation 



Part 1: About HW4 and HW5



HW 4: Flow over backward facing step



HW 4: Flow over backward facing step

Here in laminar 
regime

Laminar boundary
layer growth

We expect: close to parabolic velocity profile U=U(y) 

∞
x

Recall: if there would be no opposite 
wall the BL in inlet part would grow as:

Recirculation zone Stagnation point

Laminar, wall confined jet 

Inlet part

Numerous applications:
e.g. flame stabilization by
recirculation zones in
combustors.



HW5: Cylinder in cross-flow

https://www.cfd-online.com/Wiki/Introduction_to_turbulence/Free_turbulent_shear_flows

Picture: Courtesy of P.Peltonen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfDyIB6J8kM

https://www.cfd-online.com/Wiki/Introduction_to_turbulence/Free_turbulent_shear_flows
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfDyIB6J8kM


HW5: Cylinder in cross-flow

https://www.cfd-online.com/Wiki/Introduction_to_turbulence/Free_turbulent_shear_flows

Boundary 
layer   

Near-field
wake region
e.g. 0<z<20D

Far-field
self-similar region e.g. z > 40D

Picture: Courtesy of P.Peltonen

Very, very important in numerics to 
avoid numerical diffusion! Pay attention to: 
➔ Discretize convection term div(phi,U) 

preferably with “Gauss linear” (CD2) 
➔ Second best option TVD/NVD limiter: e.g. GammaV 0.1
➔ Discretize time with “backward” (2nd order) 

Numerous applications:
e.g. heat exchangers, 
aerodynamics, buildings...

https://www.cfd-online.com/Wiki/Introduction_to_turbulence/Free_turbulent_shear_flows


Important Matters to Consider in CFD Simulations

• Discretization of convection terms → as “non-diffusive” and “non-dispersive” as 

possible i.e. accuracy at least 2nd order

• Discretization of time derivatives →as accurate as possible (at least 2nd order)

• Grid resolution as good as possible to resolve the important scales

• e.g. cylinder diameter, jet diameter → dx << D

• e.g. boundary layers → dx << d

• Linear equation residuals and tolerances tight enough to ensure accuracy 

What dx is “small enough”?
Think of cell Reynolds number Re

dx

and how would a small eddy in the scale 
of dx behave is Re

dx
 = 1,10,100, 1000,…?



Part 2: Poisson equation as a matrix 
equation



Some years ago we published some articles on a new 
incompressible solver called rk4projectionFoam

Vuorinen et al. Computers & Fluids (2014)
Vuorinen et al. Advances in Engineering Software (2015)

phi = fvc::interpolate(U) & mesh.Sf(); 
dU = dt*(fvc::laplacian(nu, U) – fvc::div(phi,U));

phi = fvc::interpolate(U) & mesh.Sf(); 
dU = dt*(fvc::laplacian(nu, U) – fvc::div(phi,U));



Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition: A Means of Generating 
Divergence-Free Vector Fields

Any vector field can be written as a sum of two vectorfields: 

u*
=u+∇ q such that  ∇⋅u*

≠0 in general (does not have to be but can be)

Δ q=∇⋅u*∇⋅u=0 ∇×∇ q=0

Since Poisson equation for q is easy to solve we now have a simple algorithm, 
the projection method, to “project” any vectorfield to a divergence free field “close” 
To the original field but divergence free. 

Step 1: choose any u*

Step 2: solve q from Poisson equation

Step 3: compute gradient of q 

Step 4: u=u*
−∇ q u=u*

−∇ p

∇ puu*

Σi , j

∂ ui
*

∂ x j

∂ u j
*

∂ x i

=-Δ p

Recall basic idea of projection 

method

Source: original Author unknown



What is the link between Poisson equation and matrices ? 

Vuorinen et al. Computers & Fluids (2014)
Vuorinen et al. Advances in Engineering Software (2015)

solve(pEqn == fvc::div(U));
U = U – fvc::grad(p);

solve(pEqn == fvc::div(U));
U = U – fvc::grad(p);

-Δ p=Σi , j

∂u i
*

∂ x j

∂u j
*

∂ x i

u=u*
−∇ p

fvc explicitly evaluated
fvm implicitly evaluated

Note: single “=” → BC's not yet updated/corrected



Now we think what kind of a matrix would be in the Poisson 
equation ?

Vuorinen et al. Computers & Fluids (2014)
Vuorinen et al. Advances in Engineering Software (2015)

fvScalarMatrix pEqn
{

fvm::laplacian(p)
};
pEqn.setReference(pRefCell,pRef);

fvScalarMatrix pEqn
{

fvm::laplacian(p)
};
pEqn.setReference(pRefCell,pRef);



Poisson equation in 1d

● Think about a simple central difference 2nd order discretization of e.g. 2nd derivative 
● Assume N discretization points on uni-spaced grid

(∂
2 p

∂ x2 )
i

≈
pi+1−2 pi+p i−1

Δ x2

(∂
2 p

∂ x2 )≈Dxx p

● This equation can be written in matrix-vector format as

Dxx
N ×N , f N ×1

Note: BC's treated 
Separately for different
BC types. Here: 
cyclic vs zeroGradient.

Example 1

Example 2

-
∂2 p

∂ x2 =f (x)

About BC’s: think, how would you modify 
The discrete 2nd derivative formula if at the 
boundary e.g.

a) zero gradient: p
N+1

 = p
N
 

b) fixed value:  p
value

= (p
N+1

+  p
N
)/2 



Poisson equation in 3d as a matrix equation

-Δ p=RHS

-
∂

2 p
∂ x2 -

∂
2 p

∂ y2 -
∂

2 p
∂ z2 =RHS

−D xx p−D yy p−Dzz p=RHS

A p=RHS

p=A−1 RHS

fvScalarMatrix pEqn
{

fvm::laplacian(p)
};
pEqn.setReference(pRefCell,pRef);

Declaration of matrix A (created only once)

solve(pEqn == fvc::div(U));

Solution of matrix equation for pressure

Note 1: linear solvers (PCG, GAMG) used to solve matrix eqn
Note 2: solution of inverse matrix is almost never explicitly done

p∈ℜ
N ×1

Dxx , D yy , Dzz∈ℜ
N×N

RHS∈ℜ
N×1



The basic idea of discretizating the Laplacian using FVM 
Vuorinen et al. Computers & Fluids (2014)

fvc::laplacian(nu, U)

= control volume centroid

= control volume face center

fvm::laplacian(p)



snGrad
interpolate

What would be the link to:





Part 3: Turbulence



Turbulence, energy spectrum and 
computational effort

λ=
2π

k

DNS would resolve all length
and time scales 

LES would resolve the 
large, energy containing length
and time scales and model subgrid turbulence

Energy dissipates
at smallest, Kolmogorov scales η∼Re−3 /4

DNS computational effort∼Re3

LES computational effort∼Re9 /4

Note: Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes models 
(RANS) would resolve only the mean flow
and model ALL turbulence.

Note: think about the concepts of mean flow vs instantaneous flow! 

RANS



Recall: turbulence, energy spectrum and 
computational effort

λ=
2π

k

DNS would resolve all length
and time scales 

LES would resolve the 
large, energy containing length
and time scales and model subgrid turbulence

Energy dissipates
at smallest, Kolmogorov scales η∼Re−3 /4

DNS computational effort∼Re3

LES computational effort∼Re9 /4

Note: Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes models 
(RANS) would resolve only the mean flow
and model ALL turbulence.

This course:
DNS/LES 
type simulations 
in mostly 
laminar flows

Note: think about the concepts of mean flow vs instantaneous flow! 

RANS

DNS – Direct Numerical Simulation:

resolve all scales (wavelengths) (“academic low turbulence

or laminar flows”)

LES - Large-Eddy Simulation:

resolve only large scales and model small scales 

(“standard research tool - nowadays starting 

to be more feasible for novel engineering problems as well”) 

RANS - Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes:

resolve only mean flow and model all turbulence 

(“engineering model for fast design”)



What triggers turbulence and what even is 
turbulence ?

Turbulent channel flow – Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDY-szDEH9s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaZ2x42dkU

Turbulent jet – laser sheet visualization

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDY-szDEH9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaZ2x42dkU


What triggers turbulence and what even is 
turbulence ?

Turbulent channel flow – Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDY-szDEH9s

Turbulence production P
is closely linked 
to the shear gradient in 
mean flow U. Turbulence
is dominantly produced
1) at walls
2) at shear layers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaZ2x42dkU

Turbulent jet – laser sheet visualization

m

Think about decomposition of velocity into mean and fluctuating parts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDY-szDEH9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaZ2x42dkU


Transition from laminar to turbulent jet: Q-isosurface visualization

Tip vortex

Kelvin-Helmholtz
vortex roll-up Longitudinal vortices

Entangled vortices
& turbulence 

Nozzle hole



In stationary state, turbulence can be considered to consist of mean and 
fluctuation component → statistical methods and time averaging

Time
t=t

1

t=t
2

t=t
n

Mean

StandardDeviation

i=1
N

i

P
i=1
N

i
2

Here: passive scalar field 
averaged in time over several 
thousand cutplanes (time 
snapshots)

Example: 2d cutplanes from different
times taken from 3d simulation



Axial velocity and temperature along jet centerline (subsonic, compressible jets)

Potential core
(U ~ const)

Note: 
➔ Axial velocity decreases as inverse of distance from the nozzle U~1/z → continuity + momentum equations
➔ Axial temperature increases because the cool exit temperatures due to expansion are mixed with ambient

temperatures



Radial profiles of axial velocity and concentration from 
downstream locations 

Note: 
➔ Mean flow decreases when the jet spreads
➔ Mean concentration levels decrease also due to spreading
➔ “Gaussian” shaped profiles
➔ Grid independence implied



Channel flow 

Note: 
➔ Channel flows are very much studied configurations in understanding near-wall turbulence
➔ The “standard” for LES/DNS code benchmarking
➔ Steady flow maintained with the external force g
➔ Periodic boundary conditions

i i j

j i

2
i

j
2 i

i

ig=(gx ,0,0)

Vuorinen et al., Com.in Comp.Physics (2016)

2π×2×π

Domain size

H=2



+
τ

Channel flow 

Non-dimensionalization of all quantities. Benefit: ability to 
compare to other people's measurements/DNS data

τ

x

2

3 τ
2

Note: 
➔ du/dy can be calculated afterwards from the average velocity profile
➔ viscous velocity is typically much smaller than the mean bulk velocity 

Note: 
➔ Typically data (e.g. Moser et al.) is given at some friction Reynolds number
➔ To compare, take that Re

τ
 and calculate what the external force should be:

the larger Re
τ
 implies larger force and larger bulk Reynolds number



Channel flow 

Average velocity and instantaneous velocity profiles in turbulent 
channel flow



Channel flow 

Reynolds stresses and average velocity in turbulent channel flow

Reynolds stresses 
(Here essentially: 
“standard deviation in velocity components”)

Vuorinen et al., Comp.Phys.Comm. (2016)



Channel flow 

Impact of numerical diffusion of discretization scheme on 
velocity profiles in turbulent channel flow

More diffusion

Central difference
(linear) with
minimal diffusion

Vuorinen et al., Comp.& Fluids (2013)



Channel flow 

Impact of numerical diffusion of discretization scheme on 
velocity profiles in turbulent channel flow

More diffusion

Central difference/
minimal diffusion



Channel flow 

Impact of numerical diffusion of discretization scheme on energy 
spectrum in turbulent channel flow

Numerical diffusion 
Increases → 
high wavenumber
damping

Note: 
➔ High end wave numbers close to wavelengths

~ 2dx are damped because of increased diffusion
➔ Turbulence models: increase numerical diffusion 

often by adding “numerical viscosity”
to “smooth out” the smallest vortices

Note: usage of e.g. Matlab function
fft on velocity field + time
space averaging gives
the spectrum. “FFT” = Fast Fourier 
Transform 



Channel flow 

Example: Large-Eddy Simulation with 1-equation subgrid scale 
energy transport model

Vuorinen et al., Advances in 
Eng.Software (2015)

molecular modeled molecular sgs

Navier-Stokes equations for grid filtered velocities

Transport equation for subgrid kinetic energy (energy of subgrid eddies)

Model for subgrid viscosity based on eddy viscosity hypothesis (+ dimensional analysis)

The set of equations below + separate wall model was used to 

simulate the “flow over the hill case” - quite basic example of a LES 

model 



Thank you for your attention!
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